
Lifemark Partner Intelligent Spreadsheets:
 
One of the many benefits of our Lifemark partnership is access to
Intelligent Spreadsheets. Rather than quoting a client on price
alone, Intelligent Spreadsheets help you determine the best
carrier and product option by comparing various factors. You
have access to Intelligent Spreadsheets on our website to help
make an informed decision for your client based upon which
carriers are best for certain criteria such as family history, MVR,
marijuana use, etc. Additionally, there are case design Intelligent
Spreadsheets for term conversions, 1035 with loan carryover,
rolling targets, LTC riders, chronic illness riders and more. Click
here to use an Intelligent Spreadsheet today! 

Charitable Giving Benefit:

Symetra Life is a name you may not know yet, but it is a large life
company, with exceptionally competitive guaranteed universal
life rates and very good financial ratings. One extra benefit
Symetra provides is an automatic 1% charitable giving benefit on
every GUL policy between $100,000 and $10,000,000. You sell
your client $2,000,000 of GUL; his beneficiary collects
$2,000,000 and the charity of his choice collects $20,000 with no
additional cost.   

AXA provides the same benefit on policies from $1,000,000 to
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$10,000,000 in its "Bright Life" and "Incentive Life" product
series. Now that you know this about the charitable benefit option
offered by these two carriers, why would you not suggest this for
your clients?  We guarantee it will hit their hot button.  For
additional information, click here.  

Refund of Premium Option Riders:

Guaranteed Universal Life (GUL) is essentially guaranteed term
for life. Four carriers - Symetra, American General, American
National, and Mutual of Omaha - offer access to full or partial
refunds of cumulative premiums paid at specific policy intervals,
beginning after the 15th or 20th policy year. When your client
thinks he or she may only want this "term" policy for a period less
than life, this is an attractive rider.

You do need to consider several factors when comparing Refund
Option Riders:

-The access points and amounts may be different.
-The length of time available to access may be different.
-Late or missed premiums may invalidate the rider.
-Premium "caps" may limit the refund amount.
-Parties will be notified when the rider "goes active" may be
different.

The Refund Option Rider can be an important selling tool. Just
make sure you understand and can communicate how it works. 
Click here for more information.
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